
solving problems differently

 
I recently attended a strategy session for business owners and was quite surprised on how focused it was 
on financial strategy and completely left out almost EVERYTHING else.  To me, a business strategy should 
FLOW from year to year and incorporate all parts of the business.  Here’s what I do every year to get my 
business strategy in place. 

1. Review what has happened the previous year, what sucked and what was great, then take stock in 
the lessons we learned as a team 

2. Dream what we really want our business to create in the following year, 2-3 year, 5 years and 10+ 
years.  This is all about imagining the VISION of the business 

3. Plan the strategy of how we are going to get there by creating different milestones that chunk the 
seemingly impossible into bite sizes pieces.  This will include what we will do with marketing, 
people development, product creation, and of course, finance 

4. Subdue the critics/devil’s advocates in the team by having a separate time for them to ask 
questions to challenge our dreams and our plans.  This stops people poo-hooing our ideas earlier 
in the process and allows momentum and motivation to grow 

5. Modify the dream of the plan so that all of the challenges have been accounted for 

6. Empower each team member to formulate their responsibilities in their part of the strategy, 
including parts they share with others.  Then, each team member will work on their own individual 
plan 

7. Focus on the 3s! What are the 3 most important things to do this month, this week, today to get 
one step further down the road to AMAZING success? 

8. Celebrate our wins - no matter how small 

Never done a strategic planning session with your team?  If you’re ready for a fun 2-day workshop that 
will challenge you, inspire you and get your shit together for years to come, then give Lindley a rebel 
YELL.

REBEL 
V E N T U R E S

Lindley is our Chief Mind Officer helping people 
get their minds working the right way round. 

Her Raise Your BAR Strategic Planning Workshop 
will help you and your team dream big, create a 
realistic plan, and show you how to effectively 
make it happen.  It’s the type of program you’ll 
come back to year on year because it works!
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